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Creating and Using Objects



Fill in the blanks

● Object behaviour is described by 
________, and object state is 
described by ________.



Fill in the blanks

● Object behaviour is described by 
methods, and object state is 
described by fields.



● Methods
● Instance methods
● Static methods

● Fields
● Instance variables
● Static variables
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Example: the Account Class

● Each account has a number, a balance, and a status

● We can perform deposits and withdrawals on all 
accounts, and retrieve the current balance

int number;
double balance;
boolean open;

withdraw()

getBalance()

deposit()

Method declarations

fields (in this case, all
instance variables)

The Account class



public class Account {
  
  private final int number;
  private double balance;
  private boolean status;

  public Account(int number) {...}

  public boolean deposit(double amount) { ... }
  public boolean withdraw(double amount) { ... }
  public int getNumber() { ... }

}

An overview of the Account class
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A class that describes an object has:

● Some instance methods: they define what the 
object can do
● An instance method is associated with a particular 

instance of a class (e.g. a particular Account object)

● Some instance variables: they define object state 
(what properties can the object have?)

● A constructor: a special kind of method for 
creating an class instance

● It can also have static methods and variables, 
but we'll get to those later
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An Account Constructor

public Account(int accountNumber) {
this.number = accountNumber;
this.balance = 0.0;
this.open = true;

}
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N
o

t in
 n

o
tes

class Account {
  int number;
  double balance;
  boolean open;

  Account(int accountNumber) {
number = accountNumber;
balance = 0.0;
open = true;

}

  boolean deposit(...) {
    //some code
  }
  ...
}

Fields (in this case,
just instance
variables)

The constructor

Important note: the
“public”, “this” and 
“private” reserved 
words from 
previous slide are 
omitted for brevity!
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Behaviour with constructor

number

balance

open

1234

0.0

true

Account

a1 a2

Account a1, a2;         // Line 1

a1 = new Account(1234); // Line 2
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Instance Variables: a kind of field 

• The number, balance, and open variables in the Account class 
are called instance variables 
– each instance of the Account class has its own copy of 

these variables

• Every time a new Account object is created using the new 
operator, new number, balance, and open variables are created 
inside the new Account object

• Each object has its own, unique data space for its instance 
variables



How instance methods/variables behave

// the Account class is defined
// somewhere in another file...

public class AccountTest{

  public static void main(String[] args){

    Account mySavingAccount = new Account(12345);

    Account myInvestmentAccount = new Account(67890);

    mySavingAccount.deposit(100);

    myInvestmentAccount.close();

    

  }

}
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Instance Variables in Memory

int number;
double balance;
boolean open;

class Account

number

balance

open

12345

100.00

true

number

balance

open

67890

0.00

false

Instance: 
mySavingAccount

no memory 
allocated, just a 
blueprint

Instance: 
myInvestmentAccount
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The . Operator

• Java uses the period as membership designation

• For example:

mySavingAccount.deposit(100);

The . operator

• In the above example, the . indicates that we want to invoke the 
deposit method on the object whose address is stored in 
variable mySavingAccount

• In general, the . operator is used to indicate that we want to 
access a member (either a behavior or an attribute) of an object or 
class

• Another example: this.balance



Exercise: what is printed?

Account myAccount = null;
myAccount.balance = 100.0;
System.out.println(myAccount.balance);



Run-time error: NullPointerException



Example 2: the Circle class
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public class Circle {

  public double radius;
  private String colour = “Red”;

  public Circle(double r){
    radius = r;
  }

  public double getArea() {
    return radius * radius 
            * Math.PI;
  }

  public void setColour(String c){
    colour = c;
  }
}
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class Circle {

  double radius;
  String colour = “Red”;

  Circle(double r){
    radius = r;
  }

  double getArea() {
    return radius * radius 
            * Math.PI;
  }

  void setColour(String c){
    colour = c;
  }
}

A constructor

instance 
methods

Important note: the
“public” and 
“private” reserved 
words from 
previous slide are 
omitted for brevity!

Fields (in this case,
just instance
variables)
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How do you create a Circle object?

public class MyAwesomeClass{

  public static void main(String [] args) 
  {
    Circle sun;
    // add code here:

  }
}
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How do you create a Circle object?
public class MyAwesomeClass{

  public static void main(String [] args)   {
    Circle sun;
    // add code here:
    sun = new Circle(7.2);

  }
}
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“Instance” versus “class”

● “sun” is an instance of the “Circle” class

● In other words: 
● “sun” is an object of type “Circle”
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How do you print the area of “sun”?

public class MyAwesomeClass{

  public static void main(String [] args)   {
    Circle sun;
    // add code here:
    sun = new Circle(7.2);

  }
}
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How do you print the area of “sun”?

public class MyAwesomeClass{

  public static void main(String [] args)   {
    Circle sun;
    // add code here:
    sun = new Circle(7.2);
    System.out.println(sun.getArea());

  }
}
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How do you print the radius of “sun”?

public class MyAwesomeClass{

  public static void main(String [] args)   {
    Circle sun;
    // add code here:
    sun = new Circle(7.2);
    System.out.println(sun.getArea());

  }
}
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How do you print the radius of “sun”?

public class MyAwesomeClass{

  public static void main(String [] args)   {
    Circle sun;
    // add code here:
    sun = new Circle(7.2);
    System.out.println(sun.getArea());
    System.out.println(sun.radius);

  }
}
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Can't invoke private variables from 
another class

public class MyAwesomeClass{

  public static void main(String [] args)   {
    Circle sun;
    sun = new Circle(7.2);

 //compiler error because colour is private
   //to the Circle class
    System.out.println(sun.colour);

  }
}



What does this look like in memory?

public class MyAwesomeClass{

  public static void main(String [] args)   {
    Circle sun;
    Circle moon;
    sun = new Circle(7.2);
    moon = new Circle(5);
  }
}
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Object Identity

● In addition to attributes and behaviours, 
objects also have identity

● Identity is the property that distinguishes an 
object from all others
● It is always possible to distinguish two objects, 

even if they have the same attributes
● Think of identical twins; even though they have 

the same DNA, they are different human beings

● Be careful about aliases!



What does this look like in memory?

public class MyAwesomeClass{

  public static void main(String [] args)   {
    Circle sun;
    Circle sun2;
    sun = new Circle(7.2);
    sun2 = new Circle(7.2);
  }
}



sun and sun2 each point to a different Circle 
object. The two objects have the same attributes, 

but a different identity (they don't occupy the 
same space in memory)
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public class Circle {

  public double radius;
  public String colour = “Red”;

  public Circle(double r){
    this.radius = r;
  }

  public double getArea() {
    return this.radius * this.radius 
            * Math.PI;
  }

  public void setColour(String c){
    this.colour = c;
  }
}



What is printed?

public class MyAwesomeClass{

  public static void main(String [] args)   {
    Circle sun = new Circle(7.2);
    makeBlue(sun);
    System.out.println(sun.colour);
    
  }
 
  public static void makeBlue(Circle x){
    x.setColour("Blue");
  }
 
}



Blue



What is printed?

public class MyAwesomeClass{

  public static void main(String [] args)   {
    Circle sun = new Circle(7.2);
    makeBlue2(sun);
    System.out.println(sun.colour);
    
  }
 
  public static void makeBlue2(Circle x){
    Circle y = new Circle(5);
    y.setColour("Blue");
    x = y;
  }
 
}



Red



What is printed?

public class MyAwesomeClass{

  public static void main(String [] args)   {
    Circle[] list = new Circle[5];
    System.out.println(list[2]);
    
  }
 

 
}



null
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“static” keyword

● A method or variable is static if it is NOT 
associated with a particular instance of an 
object



class Circle {

  public double radius;
  private String colour = “Red”;
  public static int numCircles = 0;

  public Circle(double r){
    radius = r;
  }

  public double getArea() {
    return radius * radius * Math.PI;
  }

  public static void increment(){
    numCircles++;
  }
}
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Static methods and variables

● I don't have to create a Circle to use the 
“increment” method.

● I don't have to create a Circle to use the 
“numCircles” variable.
● The value of numCircles is saved even if no Circle 

objects exist!

● The value of “numCircles” is the same for all 
Circle objects.



Example

public class TestClass{
  public static void main(String[] args){
    
    Circle.increment();
    System.out.println(Circle.numCircles);

  }
}



Another Example

public class Human{
  private String name;
  public static boolean extinct = false;
  
  public Human(String n){
    name = n;
  }

  public void sayName(){
    System.out.println(name);
  
  public static void wipeOutHumanRace(){
    extinct = true;
  }
}
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Instance methods and variables

● The opposite of static methods and variables
● You need to refer to an existing object when using 

this kind of method or variable
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Instance Variables: a kind of field 

• The number, balance, and open variables in the Account class 
are called instance variables 
– each instance of the Account class has its own copy of 

these variables

• Every time a new Account object is created using the new 
operator, new number, balance, and open variables are created 
inside the new Account object

• Each object has its own, unique data space for its instance 
variables
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Dot operator: static vs instance

● For static methods:
● [classWhereMethodIsDefines].[methodName]
● e.g. AdvancedTransformations.blur(img,true);

● For instance methods:

● [nameOfObjectInstance].[methodName]
● e.g. sun.getArea();
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Multidimensional Arrays
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Review: 1-Dim. Array Allocation 

numbers 0 0 0 000 00 00

10 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

int[] numbers = new int[10];
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2D Array Allocations (2)

numbers 0

0 0 0

00

0

0

0

0

1

0

2

3 4

0 1 2 3 4

0 0 0 0 0

0 1 2 3 4

10 2

int[][] numbers = new int[3][5];
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Two-Dimensional Arrays (2)

It may be useful to think of two-dimensional arrays 
as tables of values with rows and columns
● The first index specifies a row or column
● The second index specifies an element within a row or 

column



Exercise

● Declare and create a 4 by 5 by 6 
array of doubles called x
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Solution

● Declare and create a 4 by 5 by 6 array of 
doubles called x

double[][][] x = new double[4][5][6];
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2D Array Access Example (3)

numbers[1][3] = 7;

numbers 0

0 0 0

00

7

0

0

0

1

0

2

3 4

0 1 2 3 4

0 0 0 0

0 1 2 3 4

10 2

5
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2D Array Access Example (3)

numbers[1][3] = 7;

numbers 0

0 0 0

00

7

0

0

0

1

0

2

3 4

0 1 2 3 4

0 0 0 0

0 1 2 3 4

10 2

numbers[2][4] = numbers[1][3] - 2;

5
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2D Array Access Example (2)

● Consider the expression numbers[1]
● This expression refers to the element at position 1 of 

a two-dimensional array of ints

● This element is an entire one-dimensional array of 
ints

● Its type is int[], and therefore can be used in the 
same manner as a regular variable of type int[]



Example

int[][] array = new int[2][2];
int[] x = {1, 2};
array[0] = x;
int j = array[0][1]
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2D Array and length Fields (2)

int size = numbers.length;

numbers 0

0 0 0

00

7

0

0

0

1

0

2

3 4

0 1 2 3 4

0 0 0 0

0 1 2 3 4

10 2

int rowSize = numbers[0].length;

5
size

rowSize

3

5



Exercise

Use length to complete the following 
nested for loops to fill values with a 
multiplication table: in other words, 
values[i][j] should contain the result of 
i*j.

int[][] values = new int[5][10];
for(int i = 0; ; ){
     for(int j = 0; ; ){

     }
}



Solution

int[][] values = new int[5][10];

for(int i = 0; i < values.length ; i++ ){
  for(int j = 0; j < values[0].length; j++ ){
    values[i][j] = i*j;
  }
}



Example from before

int[][] array = new int[2][2];
int[] x = {1, 2};
array[0] = x;
int j = array[0][0]



Example: this compiles, too

int[][] array = new int[2][2];
int[] x = {4, 5, 6};
array[0] = x;
int j = array[0][0]



Example: this compiles, too

int[][] array = new int[2][2];
int[] x = {7};
array[0] = x;
int j = array[0][0]



These variations show us that you can 
create 2D arrays in which the “row” arrays 

have different sizes. 
These are called jagged arrays.

0 0

0

1

0

2

0 1

0 0 0

0 1 2

0



Why would you use a 3D array?

● Example: represent a “table” of data 
that has three independent variables.

//encode different properties as integers 

int major = 0, level = 2, age = 3;

/* the line below records that students in
   Geography (code 0), U2 (code 2), age 25-30 
   (code 3) have average GPA of 3.2 */

gpaStatistics[major][level][age] = 3.2;
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Early course evaluations

● Tell me what you think of the lectures and of the 
course while Dan and I can still do something to 
improve it!

● Suggest topics that you'd especially like to 
review in class before the midterm.

(The midterm will probably cover everything up 
to Feb 3rd – arrays.)
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The Basics of Writing Java 
Classes



Review Questions

● What's the difference between a 
class and an object?

● What's the difference between 
instance methods/fields and 
static methods/fields?
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Review: Instance vs Static

• The instance methods and fields in a class affect specific 
objects separately.

● One Account object might have a balance of 20$ while another 
account object might have a balance of 538$.

● Static methods and fields in a class are not linked to a 
specific object. (see next slide for code)
● The Account class can have a static variable “monthlyFee” and a static 

method “setFee” that changes the monthly banking fee for all 
accounts. 



Static variable/method example
public class Account {
  private static double fee = 0.00;
  private final int number;
  private double balance;
  private boolean status;
   

// Other Account methods (seen during previous lectures)
// are omitted

  public static double getFee() {
    return fee;
  }
  

  public static void setFee(double newFee) {
    if (newFee >= 0) {
      fee = newFee;
    }
  }
}
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Constructors Revisited

• Recall that a constructor is a like a method that is used to 
initialize a newly created object

• When writing a constructor, remember that:
● it has the same name as the class
● it does not return a value
● it has no return type, not even void
● it often sets the initial values of instance variables 



class Circle {

  double radius;
  String colour = “Red”;

  Circle(double r){
    radius = r;
  }

  double getArea() {
    return radius * radius 
            * Math.PI;
  }

  void setColour(String c){
    colour = c;
  }
}

Fields

A constructor

some 
instance 
methods



class Circle {

  double radius;
  String colour = “Red”;

 

  
  double getArea() {
    return radius * radius 
            * Math.PI;
  }

  void setColour(String c){
    colour = c;
  }
}

What happens
if there is no
constructor
definition?
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Default Constructor

Every class has one default constructor 
automatically. This default constructor exists in 
addition to any other constructors that you may 
define.

● It takes no parameters
● When invoked to initialize an object, it sets the 

values of all of the object's instance variables to 
default value
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Behaviour of Account, using default 
constructor

number

balance

open

0

0.0

false

Account

a1 a2

Account a1, a2;         // Line 1

a1 = new Account(); // Line 2
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number

balance

open

Account

a1 a2

a1.number = 12345; // Line 3

a1.balance = 500.0; // Line 4

a1.open = true; // Line 5

12345

500.0

true



Exercise

Implement a class called Fraction. Objects which 
belong to this class represent fractions. 

● The constructor takes as input two integers: the 
numerator  and the denominator of the fraction.

● Each fraction also has a boolean instance variable 
called isPositive. The constructor should initialize this field properly.

Desired behaviour:

Fraction grade = new Fraction(-85,-100);
Fraction latePenalty = new Fraction(1,-100);
System.out.print(grade.isPositive);
System.out.print(latePenalty.isPositive);
// Should print: truefalse
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Instance Variables in Methods

number

balance

open

12345

true

a1 a2number

balance

open

67890

true

100.0 300.0
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Instance Variables in Methods

System.out.println("Account a2's balance #: "
+ a2.getBalance());

number

balance

open

12345

true

a1 a2number

balance

open

67890

true

100.0 300.0
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Instance Variables in Methods

number

balance

open

12345

true

a1 a2number

balance

open

67890

true

100.0 300.0

double getBalance() {
  return balance;
}

System.out.println("Account a2's balance #: "
+ a2.getBalance());
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Recall: all objects 
are reference types!

number

balance

open

12345

true

a1

100.0



Exercise

Add the following methods to the Fraction class.

● Instance methods getNumerator() and getDenominator(), which 
return an integer representing the numerator and the 
denominator of the Fraction object, respectively.

● Instance method toString(), which returns a String 
representation of the Fraction of the form "numerator / 
denominator"

Desired behaviour:

Fraction comp202grade = new Fraction(85,100);
System.out.println(comp202grade.getNumerator());
// Should print: 85
System.out.println(comp202grade.toString());
// Should print: 85 / 100



Exercise
Add the following method to the Fraction 
class:

● Instance method add() which takes in a Fraction object 
and returns a Fraction object. It should NOT modify 
the Fraction object it is called on, nor the Fraction 
object passed as parameter.

Desired behaviour:

Fraction comp202grade = new Fraction(85,100);
Fraction bonusMark = new Fraction(1,20);
System.out.println(comp202grade.add(bonusMark).toString());
// Should print: 1800 / 2000  
System.out.println(comp202grade.toString());
// should print 85 / 100 
System.out.println(bonusMark.toString());
// should print 1 / 20
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Announcements

● The solutions to the quiz have been posted for 
over 2 weeks now: WebCT > Discussions > 
TA & Instructor Announcements > Quiz 
Solutions...

● Thursday's lecture: midterm review/practice
● Midterm: 

● room assignments will be posted on WebCT 
tonight/tomorrow.

● Start: 18:30. If late, can't come in after 19:00. 
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more examples from the Fraction class

(You can follow next part of lecture
 by looking at Fraction.java)



Fraction partialGrade = grade.add(bonusMark);

// print -1800 / -2000
System.out.println(partialGrade.toString());

Adding two Fractions



Fraction partialGrade = grade.add(bonusMark);

// print -1800 / -2000
System.out.println(partialGrade.toString());

// also prints -1800 / -2000 
System.out.println(grade.add(bonusMark).toString());

Adding two Fractions



How would you add three Fractions?

Use the add() method and the dot operator to 
add three Fraction instances named 

“partialGrade”, “bonusMark” and 
“latePenalty”.



Fraction totalGrade =
 
        grade.add(bonusMark).add(latePenalty);

Adding three Fractions
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Another way of explaining the difference 
between instance & static

● It all boils down to variable scope (i.e. which 
variables are visible from a particular location in 
your program.)
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Recall: When a method is called...

● A new area of memory is reserved for its 
execution (the method's “local memory”)
● This is where the method's local variables and 

parameters are stored.

● When the method is done executing, the local 
memory is hidden (we can't access it anymore)

● This applies to all methods (both instance and 
static)



Old example:
What memory looks like after Line 4

0 public static void main(String[] args){
1   int j = increment(5);
2   int k = add(increment(4),2);
3 }
4 public static int increment(int i){
5   return add(i, 1);
6 }
7 public static int add(int a, int b){
8   return a + b;
  }
 }

j : increment(5)
args : address to a String[]

main

i : 5
inc(5)
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Review: different kinds of variables

● local variables
● method parameters
● fields (a.k.a. class members)

● static variables
● instance variables



Examples of different kinds of variables
public class Account 

{ 
  private static double fee = 0.00; // static variable
  private double balance; // instance variable

  public Account(double initialAmount) // parameter
  {
    this.balance = initialAmount;
  } 

  public boolean withdraw(double amount) // parameter
  {
    boolean result = true; // local variable

    if ((amount >= 0) && ((amount + fee) <= this.balance)) {
      this.balance = this.balance - (amount + fee);
      result = true;
    }

    return result;
  }
}
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What can you see from inside a 
static method?

● inside m(), we can use and see:
● the parameters of m()
● the local variables of m()
● static variables declared in the class where m() is defined
● public static variables declared in other public classes. (must use 

dot operator)
● The only way to access instance variables from a static method is 

through an object with the dot operator. (see next slide)

public class SomeClass{
  public static int m(int a, int b){
   //what variables can be used in this method body?
  }
}



Example: accessing instance 
variables from a static method

 public static void main(String[] kittens)

 {   

    Fraction grade = new Fraction(85,100);

    // accessing a public instance variable 
    System.out.println(grade.isPositive);

    // accessing a private instance variable 
    // by using a public instance method
    System.out.println(grade.getNumerator());

 }
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What can you see from inside an 
instance method?

● an instance method can see all the same 
variables that a static method can see 

plus 

it can see all the fields in the object that it 
belongs to
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Old example: this diagram illustrates two 
Account objects in memory

number

balance

open

12345

true

a1 a2number

balance

open

67890

true

100.0 300.0
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When the getBalance() method is called, it can see 
its local memory and it can see the variables in a2

number

balance

open

12345

true

a1 a2number

balance

open

67890

true

100.0 300.0

double getBalance() {
  return balance;
}

System.out.println("Account a2's balance #: "
+ a2.getBalance());
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What can you see from 
inside an instance method?

● inside m2(), we can use/see:
● the parameters of m()
● the local variables of m()
● static variables declared in the class where m() is defined
● instance variables declared in the class where m() is defined
● public static variables declared in other public classes. (must 

use dot operator)
● In an instance method, the only way to access instance variables 

from other classes is through an object with the dot operator.

public class AnotherClass{
  public int m2(int x){
   //what variables can be used in this method body?
  }
}
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Let's add a static method to the Fraction class:
greatest common divisor

public static int gcd(int a, int b) {
    int t;
    
    while (b != 0) {
      t = b;
      b = a % t;
      a = t;
    }
    return a;
  }

// example: Fraction.gdc(5,10) == 5



Exercise

Add a static, void method, called 
simplifyFraction(), to the Fraction class. It should 
take one Fraction object as a parameter and use the 
gcd() method to simplify that same Fraction object.

Example of how this method would be used: 

Fraction a = new Fraction(-1800,-2000);
Fraction.simplify(a);

// this should print 9 / 10
System.out.println(a.toString());
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Practice with objects, arrays and Strings:
writing the MiniString class
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